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The present paper seeks to discuss the theme of
teaching and learning in Plato’s Cratylus – a
theme that pervades the whole dialogue and is
closely linked to questions about the rôle of aut-
hority in the philosophical inquiry in general.
In order to consider these questions, an attempt
will be made to uncover the hidden dialectics
that frames the dramatic flow of the dialogue
with a set of half-explicit and, on the first rea-
ding, hardly noticeable pointers.1

1. The very first sentence of the dialogue –
Hermogenes’ question: bo&lei oÔn ka¼
Swkr@tei tòde ànakoinws_meqa tÊn l^gon;
‘Shall we share our discussion with Socrates he-

re?’2  – introduces the theme of ‘sharedness’. Her-
mogenes is eager to ‘share’ his l^goV – ‘argu-
ment’, ‘talk’, ‘discussion’ – with Socrates. The
motif will acquire further development and will
be echoed in the ultimate exchanges of the dia-
logue. Cratylus’ answer to Hermogenes is indif-
ferent: eÁ soi doke½, ‘if you like’. The characteri-
sation of the dramatis personae – and the hin-
ting reference to ‘communication’ as the dialo-
gue’s underlying preoccupation – has begun
from the very first words.3  Hermogenes’ eager-
ness for l^goi, as opposed to Cratylus’ self-con-
tained indifference, will develop into elaborate
representation of the two characters and provi-
de a setting for the whole dialogue.

2.1. The dialogue ‘proper’ starts with Her-
mogenes’ complaint to Socrates (383a4–384a7). * This piece began its life as a Cambridge M.Phil.

essay in 1996. Ten years on, its arguments still stand, and
so, with slight modifications, it deserves to see the light
of the day.

 1 The account offered here was influenced and sti-
mulated by the readings of the Cratylus proposed by
Timothy Baxter (T. Baxter, The Cratylus. Plato’s Criti-
que of Naming, Leiden: Brill, 1992) and Thomas Ale-
xander Szlezak (T. A. Szlezak, „Kratylos. Das geheime
Wissen des Herakliteers“, in: idem, Platon und die Schrif-
tlichkeit der Philosophie, Berlin: Walter de Gruyter,
1985, 208–220), although anyone who has read those
works will notice not only my indebtedness to, but also
my divergence from the accounts proposed there.

 2 The Greek text is quoted from the Duke-Nicoll
edition in the OCT, the English translation is sometimes
indebted to Benjamin Jowett’s revised version (printed
in The Collected Dialogues of Plato, ed. by E. Hamil-
ton and H. Cairns, Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1963) which I find more congenial to my aims, even if
less accurate, than C. D. C. Reeve’s translation given in
Plato, Complete Works, ed. by J. M. Cooper, Indiana-
polis / Cambridge: Hackett, 1997.

 3 See M. Burnyeat, ‘First Words. A Valedictory Lec-
ture’, Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological Socie-
ty 43 (1997), p. 1/020, esp. p. 12.
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He protests Cratylus’ lack of explicitness con-
cerning his own position, and solicits Socrates’
help in finding out Cratylus’ views (=d#wV ˆn
àko&saimi). Alternatively – and that would be
even better – Socrates could tell what he him-
self thinks about the correctness of names (Æti
ˆn ªdion puqo%mhn; note the movement from
=d#wV to ªdion). In response, Socrates invokes
the ancient proverb calep„ t„ kal@ æstin Íp¯
Æcei maqe½n (384b1), and adds that there is a
great m@qhma concerning the names. He finally
refuses to teach Hermogenes on the ironic pre-
text that he had not heard the 50 drachmae-worth
course on the subject by Prodicus. He agrees,
however, to ‘search together’ and to ‘look at it’
instead (suzhte½n m#ntoi £toim^V eámi ka¼ so¼
ka¼ Krat&lî koin²; 384c2–3; eáV tÊ koinÊn dŸ
kataq#ntaV cr¦ skope½n 384c7–8).

Thus Socrates introduces three major the-
mes that will interest us throughout the dialo-
gue: the theme of learning and teaching
(manq@nein / did@skein, both words are used as
complementary terms) and the question of lear-
ning from and relying on authority, which is op-
posed to the constantly recurring motif of ‘loo-
king at’ (skope½n / skope½sqai, sometimes tran-
slated as ‘contemplation’) and ‘searching’
(zhte½n). Besides – and this is our third theme –
along with the stress on the ‘sharedness’ of phi-
losophical search, there is a repeated emphasis
on the need for critical reflection on that which
has been achieved. Hermogenes is supposed to
be a critical interlocutor, not allowing Socrates
to go – and to lead Hermogenes – astray in his
speculations: this seems to be the meaning of
the emphasis on shared inquiry. At 384d7–e2
Hermogenes, having proposed his views con-
cerning ‘correctness of names’, expresses his wil-
lingness to ‘learn’ (manq@nein ka¼ àko&ein), to
which Socrates answers: skey_meqa d# (385a1),
thus initiating their ‘search’.

These opening remarks aptly characterise the
dialogue’s personae, stressing, on the one hand,
Hermogenes’ willingness to learn, and on the
other hand, Socrates’ unwillingness to commit
himself to ‘teaching’ instead of the shared ‘se-
arch’ and ‘looking at’, or reflection, that are pro-
per to the real philosopher and dialectician. This
introductory section, however, has a precise
counterpart in the second part of the dialogue,
where the conversation switches from Hermo-
genes to Cratylus.

2.2. Socrates finishes his disquisition on cor-
rectness of names at 427d1–3: aÖth moi fa%ne-
tai, ç ~Erm^geneV, bo&lesqai e¿nai = tän
ènom@twn +rq^thV, eá m$ ti Àllo Krat&loV Íde
l#gei. Immediately Hermogenes resumes the
subject that prompted him to draw Socrates in-
to the dialogue in the first place – namely, his
perplexity regarding Cratylus’ real views (one
may compare the repetition of the complaint
and the explicit reference to the beginning of
the dialogue: êsper kat’ àrc„V Ælegon (427d5,
as well as the whole replica)). Hermogenes chal-
lenges Cratylus either to accept Socrates’ conc-
lusions, literally: ‘to learn from Socrates’, or, if
he has something ‘nobler’ (k@llion) to say, to
teach them both (427e3–7): ka¼ eá ÆceiV [scil.
p¯ Àll¯ k@llion l#gein], l#ge, Ãna Ëtoi m@q¯V
par„ Swkr@touV ̈  did@x¯V =m…V àmfot#rouV.

Cratylus’ answer echoes Socrates’ answer to
Hermogenes’ invitation at the beginning – there
is notable similarity between Cratylus’ remark
here: doke½ soi ý’dion e¿nai oÖtw tacÑ maqe½n
te ka¼ did@xai +tioÒn pr…gma, m¦ Íti tosoÒton,
Î d¦ doke½ æn to½V m#giston e¿nai; (427e5–7)
and Socrates’ earlier response to Hermogenes:
calep„ t„ kal@ æstin Íp¯ Æcei maqe½n (384b1;
note also the emphasis on k@llion in Hermoge-
nes’ question at 427e3).

Thus there is an implicit parallel drawn bet-
ween Socrates’ behaviour at the beginning of the
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dialogue and Cratylus’ bearing at the beginning
of his part in the dialogue. Also, there is an in-
version of rôles, as it were: Cratylus is put into a
recognisably analogous situation to that in which
Socrates was at the beginning of the dialogue.
The inversion of rôles is further stressed by the
fact that now it is Socrates who will ask Cratylus
to accept him as a pupil.

We must notice, however, that parallelism
simultaneously serves to differentiate interlo-
cutors. Cratylus’ refusal to teach does not stem
from the same ground, from philosophical mo-
desty, ‘love of wisdom’, dialectical skills or what
have you, as (one may suppose) does Socrates’
refusal at the inception of the dialogue. Cratylus
does not propose ‘to search together’; his refu-
sal is a holding back of whatever knowledge he
possesses or does not possess. It is the same atti-
tude which Hermogenes in the beginning of the
dialogue characterises as ‘oracles’, mante%a and
which is admittedly consistent with ‘Heraclite-
anist’ mode of talking4  – one could agree with
Szlezak that it is the attitude of an ‘esotericist’.

2.3. In response to Cratylus’ esotericist atti-
tude, Socrates proposes to become Cratylus’ dis-
ciple. He emphasises that Cratylus is known to
have ‘looked at’ those things as well as learned
from others (428b2–5):

doke½V g@r moi aøt^V te æsk#fqai t„ toiaÒta

ka¼ par’ Àllwn memaqhk#nai. æ„n oÔn l#g¯V ti

k@llion, £na tän maqhtän per¼ èrq^thtoV

ènom@twn ka¼ æmŸ gr@fou.

Besides, Socrates admits he is ready to part
with whatever conclusions he and Hermogenes

have achieved in their joint investigation: oødŸn
ˆn áscurisa%mhn ín eÁrhka, º d# moi æfa%neto
meq’ ~Ermog#nouV æpeskey@mhn. That provokes
a comment from Cratylus, whereby he agrees to
make Socrates his disciple: ’All„ mŸn d$, ç
S_krateV, êsper sÑ l#geiV, mem#lhk#n t# moi
per¼ aøtän ka¼ ÁswV Àn se poihsa%mhn maqht$n.
foboÒmai m#ntoi m¦ to&tou p…n toønant%on μ
(428b6–c1).5  One is bound, however, to notice
something that escapes Cratylus, namely: Soc-
rates’ request to become Cratylus’ disciple is not
unconditional – ‘if you speak something nob-
ler’, says he. In his proposal to reverse their rôles
Socrates combines irony neighbouring on sar-
casm (we have only to recall the relative ages of
the interlocutors – Socrates seems to be consi-
derably older than Cratylus – in order to recre-
ate the bizarreness of the situation) with flattery
which is designed to force Cratylus out of his
silence.

What has been said so far relates to two ma-
jor ‘reversals’ of the dialogue – its inception and
then the transition from Hermogenes’ part to
Cratylus’ one. During the next stage I shall con-
centrate on what happens around those two pi-
votal points.

3. At the beginning of the previous stretch
of argument I suggested that the constant emp-
hasis on the need for a ‘common’ or ‘shared’
(koin^V) search means that the achievements of
speculation must constantly be critically revi-
sed and checked against the possibility of going
astray. Socrates asks Hermogenes to be that cri-
tical authority and to control him. In fact, com-
bination of both motifs – sharedness and criti-

 4 Cf. the much-quoted fr. 93: + Ànax oÙ tÊ man-
te½^n æsti tÊ æn Delfo½V oØte l#gei oØte kr&ptei àll„
shma%nei, where, by general scholarly consensus, Herac-
litus implicitly likens his mode of communication to the
oracular prophecies of Delphic Apollo.

 5 Cratylus’ cautiousness may be explained as a for-
mula of modesty – it is notable, that even in an attempt
to be modest he assigns to himself the rôle of Achilles,
and to Socrates the rôle of Aias.
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cal control – strongly suggests that the dialogue
as such is the primary medium wherein such a
controlled speculation takes place. (It is by no
means an accident, as we shall see, that the allu-
sion to dialogue – ‘questioning and answering’ –
and its practitioner – dialektikÊV àn$r – inter-
mittently appears at 390c6–d7.) The failure,
then, to maintain the reciprocity which is neces-
sary for a dialogue to remain ‘dialogic’ (so as
not to metamorphose into a succession of mo-
nologues) is a symptom of the failure of the ‘sha-
red search’ as such, of the whole speculative en-
terprise.

The insistence with which Socrates repeats
to Hermogenes his warnings not to be led astray
by him and with which he issues reminders that
they are just searching, just ‘looking for’ truth,
indicates that some such failure is in progress.
Let us proceed systematically, however.

3.1. The reciprocity of ‘teaching’ that is cha-
racteristic of dialectical procedure is implied in
the definition of name as an ‘instrument for te-
aching and dividing the ousia’, which is given at
388b7–c1:

èrg@nî Ènti tò èn^mati ènom@zonteV t%
poioÒmen; [...] ðAr’ oø did@skom#n ti àll$louVàll$louVàll$louVàll$louVàll$louV
ka¼ t„ pr@gmata diakr%nomen º Æcei; [...]
þOnoma Àra didaskalik^n t% æstin Èrganon ka¼
diakritikÊn t§V oøs%aV êsper kerk¼V
Õf@smatoV.

Reference to àll$louV becomes more per-
spicuous in the light of Cratylus’ reliance on le-
arning from names themselves (435d4–6). Soc-
rates is, as it were, prefiguring Cratylus’ posi-
tion: if Socrates’ model implies that names func-
tion (and acquire their meaning) in reciprocal
relationship of ‘shared’ reference to reality, then
in Cratylus’ definition the dimension of recip-
rocity vanishes altogether: names alone are suf-
ficient to learn and teach the reality (cf. 4.2.). To

put it differently, in Socrates’ model reality is
learned in reciprocal search with the aid of words;
whereas for Cratylus the relation of names to
the reality and to the examiner of names is iden-
tical to the relationship between teacher, the con-
tent of his teaching and the pupil. On the other
hand, Socrates’ model – to extend the compari-
son – is more akin to the actual dialogue situa-
tion.

3.2. Socrates’ insistence on ‘shared search’
is countered by Hermogenes’ not very outspo-
ken, but nonetheless obstinate attempt to aban-
don ‘search’ in order to switch into the more
customary mode of ‘teacher-pupil’ relationship.
390e6–391a3 Hermogenes complaints that alt-
hough he is not able to ‘oppose’ (ænantioÒsqai)
Socrates’ dialectical arguments, it would be
easier for him to ‘be persuaded’ (peisq§nai, dokä
m…llon pe%qesqai) if he were ‘shown’ (de%xeiaV)
the correctness of names that Socrates has in
mind (cf. the mention of Prodicus’ æp%deixiV at
384b4 for an example of ‘magisterial’ connota-
tions of the verb de%knumi and its derivatives).
Socrates has to remind Hermogenes that he is
not teaching, but only searching together with
Hermogenes:

’Egã m#n, í mak@rie ~Erm^geneV, oødem%an l#gw
[èn^matoV èrq^thta], àll’ æpel@qou ge ín
èl%gon pr^teron Ælegon, Íti oøk eáde%hn, àll„
skeyo%mhn met„ soÒ. nÒn dŸ skopoum#noiV =m½n,
æmo% te ka¼ so%... (391a4–6)

3.3. Socrates finally abandons every appea-
rance of reciprocity as he embarks upon the gre-
at etymological section of the dialogue. Signifi-
cantly, his ‘new beginning’ is signalled by two
eloquent episodes. At 391b8–11 Hermogenes
inquires how he should perform his inquiry in-
to names:

ERM. PäV oÔn cr¦ skope½n; – SW. ’Orqot@th
mŸn t§V sk#yewV, ç ¢ta½re, met„ tän æpis-
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tam#nwn... eás¼ dŸ oÙtoi oÂ sofista%... (c3–5)
lipare½n cr¦ tÊn àdelfÊn ka¼ de½sqai aøtoÒ
did@xai se t¦n èrq^thta per¼ tän toio&twn
¬n Æmaqen par„ Prwtag^rou.

The mention of sophists is unmistakably iro-
nic. When Hermogenes with indignation rejects
the proposal to learn from Protagoras, Socrates
– with what seems to be no greater amount of
seriousness than before – offers another possib-
le authority on names (391c10–d1): ’All’ eá m¦
aÔ se taÒta àr#skei, par’ ~Om$rou cr¦
manq@nein ka¼ par„ tän Àllwn poihtän.

At this point Szlezak is perplexed as to why
Socrates does not contradict learning from po-
ets as he did in the Hippias minor 365c–d and,
more significantly, in the Protagoras (342a ff.,
347e). Szlezak argues that Plato simply presup-
poses his criticism that has been carried out el-
sewhere and that therefore learning from poets
is meant as a ‘revenge’ on Hermogenes for his
poor performance as a partner in dialectical in-
vestigation (Szlezak, op. cit., p. 211). I woul like
to suggest that the lack of parallelism with the
Hippias minor and the Protagoras in the pre-
sent context is significant, and that in making
Socrates indulge in learning from poets with at
least the superficial appearance of seriousness
Plato tries to call into question what it means to
learn from someone or something, what it me-
ans to assume some views on someone’s autho-
rity – be it the authority of poets, sophists or
nomoq#tai. So far, this calling-into-question of
authority is implicit, but the meaning of Socra-
tes’ submission to the authority of ‘Homer and
other poets’ will become apparent in his discus-
sion with Cratylus. Socrates’ implicit warning
that he can only guess what Homer means6  and

his admonition to beware lest he misleads Her-
mogenes (393c8: f&latte g„r me m$ p¯ pa-
rakro&soma% se) are consistent with my inter-
pretation – they are meant to stress the questio-
nable nature of reliance on authority in philo-
sophical inquiry.

3.4. The latter point is emphasised even mo-
re strongly three pages further on where Socra-
tes refers to his sof%a, ‘which suddenly fell upon’
him (396d1). Hermogenes describes his state
as ‘possessed prophecy’ and stresses the ‘sud-
denness’ of Socrates’ metamorphosis (396d2–
3). What is important in order to understand
Socrates’ ‘inspiration’ is the fact that when some-
one speaks in a state of ænqousiasm^V it is not the
person that speaks, but a god that possessed that
person (ita Szlezak, p. 212). It is as though Socra-
tes is distancing himself from what he speaks – it
is not Socrates that speaks, but Euthyphro’s Mu-
se speaks through him. Constant reminders of
his inspiration to Hermogenes (399a1, e5, 407d7,
409d2, 428c7–d2) serve the same purpose – they
stress the point that Socrates is just a mouthpiece
for others. Those ‘others’ include variety of sour-
ces, directly or periphrastically referred to by
Socrates: oÂ àmf¼ ̀Orf#a 400c5, metewrol^goi
401b8, oÙtoi kaq` ~Hr@kleiton 401d4, Homer,
Hesiod and Orpheus 402b4–c1, oÂ nÒn per¼
~Om$rou deino¼ 407a9, Anaxagoras 400a9,
409a8, 413c5, oÂ `Anaxag^reioi 409b6, Ísoi
=goÒntai tÊ p…n e¿nai æn pore%’ 412d1. As if it
were not enough to attract our attention to the
fact that Socrates is immersed in parody of his
predecessors’ etymological views, Plato makes
Hermogenes try to distinguish between what Soc-
rates ‘has heard from others’ and what he ‘im-
provises’: Fa%n¯ moi, ç S_krateV, taÒta mŸn
àkhko#nai tou ka¼ oøk aøtoscedi@zein (413d3–
4). ‘Listen, then: for maybe I shall deceive you
in regard to other things as well – that I say them
not having heard before’, is Socrates’ answer

 6 Cf. ¨ oød#n soi dokä l#gein, àll„ lanq@nw ka¼
æmautÊn oá^men^V tinoV êsper ÁcnouV æf@ptesqai t§V
~Om$rou d^xhV per¼ ènom@twn èrq^thtoV; (393b1–4).
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(413d7–8). Significantly, Socrates’ inspiration
ceases simultaneously with the properly ‘etymo-
logical’ part of the dialogue (420d37).

By adopting etymological ‘inspiration’ Soc-
rates succeeds in ‘persuading’ Hermogenes – so-
mething that dialectical arguments had not ma-
nage to do (cf. 3.2.). This is stressed by referen-
ce to piste&ein at 399a1–3: ‘It seems, you belie-
ve (piste&eiV) Euthyphro’s inspiration’, and, iro-
nically, in Socrates’ response to Hermogenes as-
sent: `OrqäV ge sÑ piste&wn.

The fact, however, that Socrates was not tel-
ling his own views, but retelling the opinions of
others, does not escape Cratylus’ attention – cf.
428c6–8: eÁte par’ Eøq&fronoV æp%pnouV
gen^menoV, eÁte ka¼ Àllh tiV MoÒsa p@lai se
ænoÒsa ælel$qei (cf. also 3.5.). Notable, howe-
ver, is the ease with which Cratylus accepts the
fact that Socrates is retelling others’ opinions:
to him every authority, every ‘Muse’ that con-
firms the theory of flux and correctness of na-
mes, is acceptable regardless of the way in which
the conclusion is reached.

3.5. Within the etymological section itself
there is one more hint that directly applies to
Cratylus. The section about the meaning of tÊ
d%kaion (412c7–413d2) alludes to a number of
distinctly Heraclitean motifs. The introduction
of Anaxagoras at the end of the section (413c5)
seems to be made in order to disguise this cons-
picuously Heraclitean passage (cf. also similar
‘crypto-Heraclitean’ passages in Theaet. 152d1–

e9, 153a5–10, c7–d5). It seems that references
to “Heraclitus’” esoteric mode of speaking (cf.
diap#pusmai æn àporr$toiV 413a3; dokä te Ëdh
makr^tera toÒ pros$kontoV ærwt…n ka¼ ÕpŸr
t„ æskamm#na ‹llesqai. ÂkanäV g@r m# fasi
pep&sqai 413a8–b1) may equally well be ap-
plied to Cratylus’ mante%a. Plato’s intention in
this passage appears to be twofold: on the one
hand, drawing a highly ironic picture of Craty-
lus’ teacher, he subtly mocks Cratylus’ mode of
talking – Cratylus is indeed like his master, who
cannot or does not want to give a clear answer to
a straightforward question, but rather prefers to
speak in riddles (cf. 413b6–c1) and to issue pro-
hibitions reminiscent of the taboos associated
with mystery rites (cf. ritual connotations of t„
àp^rrhta). Who knows, maybe there is nothing
behind the boundaries that he does not allow
anyone (e.g., Hermogenes – cf. 383a–384b) to
transgress? Maybe Cratylus and his teacher just
hide their lack of clear conceptions? As will be-
come clear by the end of the dialogue, this is at
least the case with Cratylus.

On the other hand, Plato may have intended
to raise a more fundamental issue: what does it
mean to claim to be a pupil of such a master?
What can one learn from a master who leaves
his ‘interrogators’ in a greater aporia than they
were before (cf. 413c8–9: æntaÒqa d¦ æg_, ç
f%le, polÑ æn ple%oni àpor%’ eám¼ ¨ pr¼n æpi-
ceir§sai manq@nein per¼ toÒ dika%ou Íti pot`
Æstin)? This remark by Socrates does not ne-
cessarily mean censure of Heraclitus. Many of
the Socratic dialogues, too, may be described as
leaving the reader / interlocutor in a greater apo-
ria than he was before. Aporia does not do any
harm when it is recognised as such – in fact, it
may lead to a further inquiry and deeper un-
derstanding. Aporia becomes dangerous when
it is mistaken for something positive, for a bit of
positive knowledge. Plato rather intends to point

 7 Whether we accept the emendation by Stephanus,
or not. It is tempting to abide by the version given in
Vat. gr. 1029 (and the version from which DTWQ, as
well as B, may be reasonably assumed to stem): T#loV
g„r Ëdh <tò> qeò ‘For the inspiration is already at an
end’. This would have been undoubtedly lectio diffici-
lior – a suggestion supported by uncertainty of copyists
over accent.
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out the risks that are involved in Cratylus’ pre-
tence of being ‘Heraclitean’. Does he really know
what he is subscribing to? This point will be
repeated with more emphasis in Socrates’ conc-
luding speech at 440c–d.

4.1. At the end of the etymological section
Socrates ceases to speak with the authority of
poets or to be a mouthpiece of the dubious Mu-
se of Euthyphro. Parody of tradition, and of the
magisterial rôle of tradition, is over. Immedia-
tely after Cratylus’ agreeing to make Socrates
his pupil (428b7), Socrates raises the question
about the legitimacy of what has been achieved
by his submission to the voice of the Muse, or,
to be more precise, to etymologising voices in
the Greek cultural tradition. The abandonment
of critical control over inquiry that was taking
place throughout the etymological part is
brought to our attention (428d1–8):

qaum@zw ka¼ aøtÊV p@lai t¦n æmautoÒ sof%an
ka¼ àpistä. doke½ oÔn moi cr§nai æpa-
nask#yasqai t% ka¼ l#gw. tÊ g„r æxapat…sqai
aøtÊn Õf’ aÕtoÒ p@ntwn calep_taton? Ítan
g„r mhdŸ smikrÊn àpostat² àll’ àe¼ par² +
æxapat$swn, päV oø dein^n; de½ d$, éV Æoike,
qam„ metastr#fesqai æp¼ t„ proeirhm#na ka¼
peir…sqai, tÊ æke%nou toÒ poihtoÒ, bl#pein
«‹ma pr^ssw ka¼ èp%ssw.»

The inversion of rôles which we noticed in
connection with Socrates’ ‘dramatic rôle’ at this
stage in the dialogue is also relevant in regard to
this reprise. Although Socrates formally submits
to the rôle of disciple, unlike Hermogenes, he is
not going to be an uncritical listener. By a subtle
move he forces on Cratylus the defence of the
position which Socrates himself had built, and
launches an attack against it. The talk about self-
deception quoted above can hardly apply to Soc-
rates’ own reasoning – he knows only too well
what he is doing. Rather, the implicit target of

the remark is Cratylus, who indiscriminately ag-
rees with any conclusion provided it supports
his views. The mention of Cratylus’ old interest
in the correctness of names includes him, as well,
among the targets of Socrates’ critical remark.8

4.2. At the beginning of his discussion with
Cratylus Socrates recapitulates the most gene-
ral conclusion reached in the dialectical passa-
ge in the first half of the dialogue – that the con-
dition of the correctness of name is satisfied
when name imitates the essence of the thing
(cf. 423e1–5 & 424b8–10: m%mhsiV sullaba½V
te ka¼ gr@mmasin t§V oøs%aV). Socrates refor-
mulates his previous definition (cf. 3.1.):
èn^matoV èrq^thV æst¼n aÖth, ªtiV ænde%xetai
oÅ^n æsti tÊ pr…gma? ka¼ toÒto fämen ÂkanäV
eár§sqai; didaskal%aV Àra £neka t„ èn^mata
l#getai; (428e1–5). This new formulation is
ambiguous – on the one hand, it may be unders-
tood as saying that names must convey some
information about things named (a minimalist
position, to which Socrates elsewhere agrees).
On the other hand, it may be interpreted in a
stronger way – that we learn things from names
(cf. ‘magisterial’ overtones of ænde%knumi and the
inference from ænde%knumi to didaskal%aV Àra
£neka). Socrates reformulates his previous defi-
nition in order to accommodate fully Cratylus’
view that names are the primary source of know-
ledge about things. The ambiguity of the new

 8 Also in this connection one may point out the
principle stated in the Alcibiades I (112e1–113a10): he
who answers the question, and not the questioner, is the
author of the answer implied therein, so that formally,
according to this view, both Hermogenes, who wholehe-
artedly approved of Socrates’ ‘teaching’, and Cratylus,
who adopts Socrates’ conclusions at 428c4–7 (æpieikäV
fa%n¯ kat„ noÒn crhsmîde½n), assume responsibility for
the position that Socrates developed in dialectical colla-
boration with Hermogenes.
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statement is stressed by Socrates’ question as to
whether this definition is sufficient (ka¼ toÒto
fämen ÂkanäV eár§sqai; 428e1–2). The next
question put by Socrates is also a recapitulation
of his previous formulation, but also slightly mo-
dified so as to be ambiguous enough to suit Cra-
tylus’ position (428e5): Didaskal%aV Àra £neka
t„ èn^mata l#getai; Cratylus’ position, as this
move implies, is an extreme conclusion drawn
from sound assumptions about language. In ot-
her words, the correct assumption that names
should convey some information about their be-
arers is assimilated to the extreme view that na-
mes must contain full information about things
in order to be names at all.

I am not going to go into full details of the
refutation of Cratylus. Up to 435d4 we can dis-
cern five arguments that on various grounds pro-
ve the thesis that names are of necessity imper-
fect or partial imitations of things. We may noti-
ce, however, the rôle of ‘lawgivers’ in the initial
portion of that section. It is an incomplete argu-
ment (428e7–429b9) which is interrupted by
Cratylus. Still, one can guess what Socrates’ ar-
gument would have been: if the giving of names
is a t#cnh, and provided that among all craf-
tsmen some are better and some are worse, na-
megivers should not constitute an exception, and
therefore an ideal correspondence between na-
mes and objects cannot be taken for granted. As
it is, the argument is disrupted by Cratylus (at
429b3, 6, 9, and 11) as he objects to the proposi-
tion that either laws or names (both are the pro-
duct of the work of ‘lawgivers’) can be given in-
correctly. (The assumption that is behind this
objection comes out at 438b8–c3: Cratylean ex-
treme realism betrays traces of an archaic, ‘ma-
gic’ conception of language.) Nonetheless, what
we have is enough to supply the missing part of
the argument. Clearly Socrates intended to qu-
estion the reliability of ‘lawgivers’ and on that

ground to discard etymology as a source of know-
ledge. As things stand, however, the question
about the authority of lawgivers is postponed
till 435d1.

4.3. Having shown that, Socrates embarks
upon the argument which is one of the most, if
not the most fundamental in the whole dialo-
gue. Once more the question is raised: what is
the function of names? What ‘power’, according
to Socrates’ expression, do names have for us,
and what is their noble work? The definition
that was operative from the beginning of the dia-
logue is repeated for the third time, this time by
Cratylus: the function of names is to teach. Ho-
wever, a typically Cratylean modification is ad-
ded: to teach in the sense that whoever knows
names, also knows things (435d4–6). In the fol-
lowing few remarks Socrates nails down this de-
finition precluding any possible ÆkdusiV, ‘esca-
pe’ on Cratylus’ part: things are ‘learned’
(manq@nein), ‘sought’ (zhte½n) and ‘found’
(eÕr%skein) from names in one tr^poV – in the
same sense and in the same way, and it is the
best and the only way.

Socrates’ refutation may be summarised in
the following seven steps:

(1) Let’s suppose that those who established
names made a mistake in the beginning; then
everyone who relies on names for a conception
of reality would be deceived (436b5–11).

(2) The fact that most names point to an iden-
tical conception inherent  in them has no value
as a proof, since the mistake made in the begin-
ning would be repeated in everything that fol-
lows (436b12–e1).

(3) In fact, in many cases different etymolo-
gies pointing to a different conception of reality
could be produced (436e1–437c8).

(4) The prevalence of one or the other type
of etymology cannot decide the issue; the qu-
estion about the ultimate truth of the matter
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cannot be solved by democratic procedures
(437d1–7).

(5) Before the names were given, the first
lawgivers that gave them must have known things
without and before names in order to give them
with knowledge – how otherwise one could claim
to know reality from names (437d8–438b7)?

(6) Cratylus’ objection (in terms of Socra-
tes’ previous definition it would have ranked as
an ‘escape’ from the argument) is that the truest
account of the matter would be such that it was
a power greater than human that gave the first
names to things, and therefore they of necessity
must be correct. This objection is countered with
a simple and ingenious move: since a deity could
not have posited contradictory names, in order
to choose which of the groups is ‘like the truth’
we have to make a decision relying on somet-
hing that is external to names, on some entschei-
dende Instanz (‘deciding authority’) that cannot
be names and can only be knowledge of truth
without and apart from names:

ènom@twn oÔn stasias@ntwn, ka¼ tän mŸn
fask^ntwn ¢aut„ e¿nai t„ Ímoia t² àlhqe%’,
tän d’ ¢aut@, t%ni Æti diakrinoÒmen, ¨ æp¼ t%
ælq^nteV; oø g@r pou æp¼ èn^mat@ ge £tera Àl-
la to&twn? oø g„r Æstin, àll„ d§lon Íti Àll’

Àtta zhtht#a pl¦n ènom@twn, Œ =m½n æmfanie½ Àneu
ènom@twn +p^tera to&twn æsti tàlhq§, de%xanta
d§lon Íti àl$qeian tän Èntwn (438d2–8).

Thus knowledge of reality prior to language
is required as a condition of the possibility of
such a decision (438b8–e3).

(7) Finally, Socrates explains the way he un-
derstands the learning of reality in terms of the
image-conception of names: if names are ima-
ges of things, it would be proper (eák^V), most
just (dikai^taton), nobler (kall%wn) and clea-
rer (saf#steron) to learn reality through itself,
and image – whether it is properly made or not
– through reality (438e5–439b8).

4.4. We needed to go through that argument
in more detail since it represents a culmination
in the composition of the dialogue. What is es-
tablished in the argument does not limit itself to
a rejection of etymology as a way of coming to
know the reality. Socrates’ argument puts into
question any received truth, any view that is ac-
cepted as authoritative without proper exami-
nation. Two conclusions are introduced that are
valid for philosophical inquiry in general.

(a) Unreflecting, unquestioning endorse-
ment of any views or opinions puts a philosop-
her at the mercy of the author of those views – if
the judgement of the latter was erroneous, the
philosopher will fall prey to his error. So that, in
Socrates’ phrase, ‘Every man needs to give much
consideration (polÑn l^gon) and much reflec-
tion (poll¦n sk#yin) concerning the origin
(àrc$ = first principle) of every matter – whet-
her it is laid down correctly or not. And when he
has examined it sufficiently, the rest will appear
to follow it’ (436d4–8). It is hard to miss the
implications of this position for the philosop-
hy’s relationship to philosophical and cultural
traditions. Instead of appealing to those elements
of cultural heritage that would help his cause
and discarding others (which was the general
practice not only of Cratylus, but of all the Gre-
eks in Plato’s day), Plato invites profound criti-
cism and reflection upon the real meaning of
the tradition, tracing it back to its foundations.
In fact, in the figure of nomoq#thV, as it is emplo-
yed in this dialogue, we may be justified in se-
eing one of the early attempts to conceptualise
the notion of ‘tradition’ as such.

(b) Socrates’ proposition that reality must
be learnt through itself and not through its rep-
resentations covers the whole field of represen-
tations that are classified as eák^neV (‘images’)
or mim$mata (‘imitations’; at 430a12 name is
calledm%mhma toÒ pr@gmatoV; for name as eák_n
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cf. 431d5). This class includes not only visual
representations, which in that regard are com-
paratively insignificant: hardly anybody is going
to learn reality from pictures. More important-
ly, the same rule also applies to l^goi, the mea-
ning of which may range from ‘texts’ or ‘discour-
ses’ to ‘statements’ or even ‘definitions’. It is not
coincidental that throughout the Cratylus the
same conditions of truth are applied to ‘names’
and to l^goi (cf. 385b2–d1, 431b1–c2). Texts
or statements cannot teach us truth about things;
in fact, text, being different from reality, from
the things themselves, would signify not reality,
but something different from it. l^goi, being a
Doppelgänger of reality, refer only to other
l^goi: tÊ g@r pou £teron æke%nwn [= tän
Èntwn] ka¼ àllo½on £teron Àn ti ka¼ àllo½on
shma%noi àll` oøk æke½na (438e8–9). If we do
not go to the things themselves and, having at-
tained knowledge of things, check carefully what
they are saying, names, as well as statements and
texts, are very likely to mislead us.

These conclusions build up on Plato’s criti-
cism of poetry in the Republic. Moreover, ins-
tead of presupposing critique of literary exege-
sis as an argumentative procedure in the Prota-
goras and the Hippias minor, this passage in the
Cratylus provides us with reasons why that criti-
que must be accepted – reasons that are not so
cogently stated in the aforementioned dialogu-
es themselves. One cannot know whether a line
of poetry or an impressive proverb is true unless
you check it by referring to what is primary to
them – to reality itself.

5. Having carried out this examination of
names as tools of philosophical speculation, Soc-
rates has performed the task that in the begin-
ning of the dialogue he assigned to the ‘dialecti-
cal man’ (390c2–d7) – to be an æpist@thV of the
‘lawgiver’, to preside over the craftsman of na-

mes. Dialogue could end at that point – but the-
re is more to it.

5.1. What follows is an argument ad homi-
nem. At 439c1–6 Socrates adopts the view that
the first givers of names might have held a view
that reality is in flux – but if this is actually not
the case and we believe them, we are likely to be
drawn into the vertigo that has sucked them in. I
shall not go into details of Socrates’ famous ‘dre-
am’ – it suffices to say that invocation of ‘beauty
itself’ and ‘good itself’, as well as of a ‘form of
knowledge’ is meant to stress the absurdity of
Cratylus’ idea, and not to persuade or refute him.
In the final perspective, it is a matter of choice –
but the choice must be based on one’s own re-
flection, it cannot be learned either from He-
raclitus, from name givers – or, for that matter,
from Socrates himself. (Plato remains faithful
to the principle that the rules established within
a discourse must apply to that discourse itself:
in the dialogue which is devoted to the dilem-
mas of teaching Socrates does not authoritative-
ly teach.) What Plato’s Socrates is saying is that
even if reality is, in some sense, a universal flux,
it does not look like one, and certainly names
least of all can provide us with the knowledge of
truth: ‘Whether these things are so, or as those
around Heraclitus and many others say, is far
from easy to ascertain, but neither is it fitting for
a man in his mind to be a servant of names, ha-
ving committed to names himself and his soul,
and, having given credence (pepisteuk^ta) to
names and to those that established them, to be
confident as if he knew something...’ (440c1–
6). Final decision, however, must be with the
philosopher himself, based on his own, ‘authen-
tic’ reflection, his own ‘looking’, verified in
(dialectical) ‘sharing’ with others, and not ‘easi-
ly received’ from any authority: ‘Maybe it is so,
Cratylus, maybe not. Therefore you need to lo-
ok (skope½sqai) well and like a man, and not to
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accept (àpod#cesqai) easily – for you are still
young and have age at your disposal – and when
you have looked, if you find, to share (meta-
did^nai) with me’ (440d3–7). The imperative
m¦ ý’d%wV àpod#cesqai echoes Cratylus’ phra-
se at 427e5 ‘Do you think it is easy to learn and
teach any thing, let alone such as seems to be
among the greatest?’, as well as Socrates’ pro-
verb at 384b1: ‘Noble things are difficult when
it comes to learning’. àpod#cesqai, which is con-
trasted with skope½sqai, is an equivalent of
manq@nein: these things must be ‘looked at’, but
not ‘taken over’ easily.

5.2. Cratylus’ answer is a disguised refusal to
revise his position:

’All„ poi$sw taÒta. eÔ m#ntoi Ásqi, ç
S_krateV, Íti oødŸ nun¼ àsk#ptwV ¡cw, àll@
moi skopoum#nî ka¼ pr@gmata Æconti polÑ
m…llon æke%nwV fa%netai Æcein éV
~Hr@kleitoV l#gei (440d8–e2).

He does not listen to Socrates’ arguments.
He does not understand the only lesson that was
given – the lesson about the dangers of discip-
leship. Cratylus does not even care to assert: ‘It
seems to me that reality is in flux’; his reply to
Socrates is: ‘It seems to me that it is much more
so as Heraclitus says’. At that point Socrates lo-
ses his temper: EáV aÔqiV to%nun me, ç ¢ta½re,
did@xeiV, æpeid„n ªk¯V... (440e3–4). Notewort-
hy is the transition from ‘sharing’ (metadid^nai)
to ‘teaching’ (did@skein): Socrates finally des-
pairs of being able to ‘share’ thoughts and fin-
dings with Cratylus, to share in the same philo-
sophical quest; the best he can expect is to be
‘taught’ once more by that ‘slave of names’ who
‘is confident as if he knew something’ (440c5–
6). The theme of shared l^goV that was initiated
by Hermogenes in the very first sentence of the
dialogue is consummated. Cratylus fails to sha-
re the l^goV – ‘discourse’, ‘discussion’, ‘dialo-

gue’ (insofar as it is ‘shared’ l^goV), and also
‘reason’ (in the Heraclitean, as well as in the
later philosophical sense) – with Socrates.

Cratylus, however, does not seem to have no-
ticed anything – in his valedictory phrase he
sounds like a supervisor giving directions to his
pupil: ‘But you also should keep trying to think
these matters over again’ (440e6–7). The irony
of the reversed rôles extends to the very end of
the dialogue.

6.1. There was a tendency in Antiquity to
read the dialogue as an account of an encounter
between Plato’s teachers –  in fact, it is on the
basis of the Cratylus that Diogenes Laertius (III
5–6) makes even Hermogenes Plato’s teacher
(whereas the fact that Cratylus taught Plato, or
at least influenced Plato’s views, is mentioned
by Aristotle (Met. A 6. 987a32)). Thus, assu-
ming the ancient tradition of reading the Craty-
lus, and having in mind the recurrent theme of
teaching / discipleship in the dialogue itself, it is
tempting to read the dialogue, and especially
the second part of it, as Plato’s letter to his one-
time teacher, Cratylus. It is clear that Plato is
writing from the perspective that gives him ac-
cess to the further evolution of Cratylus’ views.
Plato’s Cratylus holds an extreme realistic view
of language and is committed to universal flux.
‘Classic’ Cratylus, as he is represented by Aris-
totle (Met. G 5. 1010a7), still teaches about uni-
versal flux and even dismisses Heraclitus as not
radical enough in that regard – indeed, Craty-
lus’ flux is so radical that he even abandons lan-
guage altogether. This discrepancy between te-
stimonies is usually explained by the assump-
tion that they refer to different stages in Craty-
lus’ development. On such reading, the word
teleuta½on in Aristotle’s account would indica-
te that this is the final stage of Cratylus’ develop-
ment – from radical realism to complete disa-
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vowal of language. Plato’s account, then, depicts
Cratylus at his middle point, in a crossing bet-
ween two irreconcilable positions: belief in lan-
guage, the possibility of which requires stable
essences, and belief in universal flux that denies
such essences. In his dialogue Plato retraces, as
it were, Cratylus’ career in order to recapitulate
his teacher’s philosophical failure. Moreover,
Socrates’ phrase at 439d8–11: ‰r` oÔn oÅ^n te
proseipe½n aøtÊ èrqäV, eá àe¼ Õpex#rcetai,
präton mŸn Íti æke½n^ æstin, Æpeita Íti toioÒton,
¨ àn@gkh ‹ma =män leg^ntwn Àllo aøtÊ eøqÑV
g%gnesqai ka¼ Õpexi#nai ka¼ mhk#ti oÖtwV Æcein;
– acquires its full force when it is read in view of
Aristotle’s testimony about Cratylus, as a vatici-
nium ex eventu of Cratylus’ last stage.9

6.2. The preceding discussion was intended
to elucidate the pattern of covert dialectic, cen-
tred around the ambiguities of teaching and le-

arning, as well as the attempt at distinguishing
between ‘teacher-pupil’ relationship and genui-
nely philosophical search within Plato’s dialo-
gue. The theme of discipleship, however, that
emerges as a result of our analysis of the Craty-
lus, calls for a further investigation in a wider
perspective of Plato’s thought. Read in the con-
text of Peter Brunt’s statement: ‘For Plato pupil
(mathçtçs) designated one who received instruc-
tion from a sophist [...], whereas the study of
philosophy was probably conceived by Plato, as
by Aristotle [...] and in Theophrastus’ will [...] as
a common enterprise’10, the dialectic of teaching
and learning in Plato’s Cratylus may provide new
insights into the ways ‘teaching’ and ‘learning’,
and the acquisition of philosophy, as well as the
question of authority in philosophy in general,
were conceived in Plato’s Corpus and in the Pla-
tonic Academy, and into the linguistic usage that
went with those conceptions.

Straipsnyje analizuojama vienà keisèiausiø Platono dia-
logø struktûrinanèiø ir jam papildomà interpretacinæ
dimensijà suteikianèiø paslëptø nuorodø dialektika.
Pirminæ, pavirðinæ dialogo temà – etimologijos tikslu-
mo ir þodþiø reikðmës problemas – ji nagrinëja plates-
niame „mokymo(si)“ ir autoriteto ribø filosofijoje te-
miniame kontekste. Per subtilias autorines nuorodas
kiekvienas dialogo personaþas – Sokratas, Hermogenas
ir Kratilas – atskleidþiami savo savitame santykyje su
filosofine tiesa ir jos paieðkomis. Platonas kritikuoja

10 ‘Plato’s Academy and Politics’, in: P. A. Brunt,
Studies in Greek History and Thought, Oxford: Cla-
rendon Press, 1993, 284 n. 7.

 9 This conclusion has also been adopted, with some
modifications, by David Sedley – see D. Sedley, Plato’s
Cratylus, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003,
19 & n. 46.
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